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HIGHLIGHTS IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

OCTOBER 2018

THE YEAR AHEAD
An expert view by our
Chairman of Trustees
and colleagues from
Government Agencies
for the Institute of
Environmental health.
See it here…

WELLCOME TRUST
This month we also
draw your attention
to the Wellcome
Collection. Here you
will find some
fascinating articles,
one of which shows
that surgeons in the
16th Century were
well aware of
atmospheric health
issues.

APRIL 2020

CONFERENCE
RESOURCE
Tim Williamson gives
us a fresh take on the
effect of COVID-19 on
environmental
quality, from his
Conference 2021
paper. Read on…

CONFERENCE 2022
We are now planning this year’s Conference, which will be a hybrid event, in
October. Keep an eye out for your invitation and announcements of themes
and speakers. To register your interest as a speaker or exhibitor, email
secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk
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COVID-19 AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
At our EPUK Annual Conference in
November 2021, Tim Williamson from Air
Quality Consultants, presented a
stimulating piece of research on the
Pandemic addressing the questions;
How has the pandemic changed attitudes and behaviour in relation to the
environment? and,
Has environmental quality improved as a result of the pandemic?
We present a summary of his talk here and if this resource tempts you to learn
more, the full version can be found on our website at: EPUK Conference 2021
Tim Williamson
Tim set out to explore whether changes in our environmental attitudes and
behaviour due to Covid-19 were temporary or set to remain for the long-term.
A key point was that the pandemic was ongoing, and so any “snapshot”
analysis now may not play out in the long term.
Using official statistics on air quality and press reports he noted that lockdown
had a massive impact on air quality. Cities across Europe saw record low levels
of NO2. Milan residents “could see the Alps again”. AQEG reported that “mean
reductions in urban NOx averaged over the lockdown period considered have
been typically 30-40% ”.
Other evidence of change included a massive reduction in environmental
noise. There were also reductions reported in seismic and ocean noise.
Nonetheless, along with road traffic, shipping quickly returned to prelockdown levels and air traffic was increasing.
A survey for Natural England by Kantar Public on engagement with green and
natural spaces showed increasing use of such spaces, which doesn’t seem to
have receded. Other, more anecdotal, and potentially contradictory, evidence
indicated: more flexible and home working , increasing use of bikes and
walking, movement out of cities, and increasing impact on the UK countryside
in terms of litter and path erosion.
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A blip or long-term change?
Research suggests that changed behaviour tends to revert over the short term,
once the drivers of change are removed. But the pandemic also showed that
“norms” can be shifted quite quickly.
DfT figures suggest road use has
returned to pre-lockdown levels
but NO2 levels have not. Could this
be a Pandemic benefit along with
changes in travel patterns and
accelerated uptake of green
vehicles? Or is it business as usual
as lower emission vehicles enter
the fleet? Some initial, and
untested, analysis suggested that
air quality improvements were
happening faster than a businessas-usual scenario, but not by
De-weathered trends in UK roadside NOX and NO2
much.
Factors that could drive change
include the direct effects of more flexible working and less commuting, more
non-city living, and more access to green and blue spaces. Facilitative changes
such as Pop-up Cycle Lanes, School Streets, and Low Traffic Neighbourhoods
could help maintain pressure to change. However, many other issues are
entangled with environmental drivers could include Brexit, Global supply
chains, Greater environmental awareness and Policy changes. Changes to
mindsets and outlook could encompass an appreciation of the benefits of a
more active lifestyle and re-evaluation of reasons to e.g., travel.
What do we now know?
The full impacts of the pandemic won’t be known for some time and we need
to beware band-wagon studies. Norms can shift very quickly and we shouldn’t
be afraid of bold action. Drivers for change need to be maintained. We need to
plan ahead as opportunities for action are unpredictable and unintended
consequences are inevitable.
Tim Williamson, Air Quality Consultants
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EPUK IN ‘ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH NEWS’
Our Chairman of Trustees, Christopher Fry, was recently invited by the
CIEH, along with a forum of experts drawn from Government Agencies and
local authorities (below), to share his opinion on the challenges and
opportunities for environmental health in 2022 in the January/February
edition of Environmental Health News.

Christopher said that high on the agenda as Chair of EPUK Trustees is air quality. The
Environment Bill (which became law in November 2021) will be one of the most
important pieces of legislation but the Office of Environmental Protection needs to be
truly independent of Government to ensure compliance with standards. Air pollution is
linked to climate change so both central and local government need to focus on tighter
controls. He said that he was most concerned about how urban air quality could be
improved especially particulates, to protect children following the Ella-Kissi-Debrah
Inquest linking air pollution with health for the first time
where it appeared on the death certificate. Local authorities
need to have adequate resources with EHPs having time to
take on the challenges. EHPs have an important role in
ensuring that new housing does not exacerbate poor urban air
quality. He said that he was optimistic that local authority
EHPs with planners will rise to challenge of ensuring that air
pollution is tackled through a menu of options such as Clean
Air Zones. While ground heat will have to be considered for
new houses from 2025, he expects hydrogen to replace
natural gas for the current 22 million homes with gas central
heating. It could also be an alternative fuel for road vehicles along with pure electric and
efficient hybrids.
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Another valuable resource secured for our EPUK members is The Wellcome
Trust. As an example, we draw your attention to a 1783 article on ‘noxious
vapours’ by the Royal College of Surgeons entitled: ‘Farther hints for restoring
animation, and for preserving mankind against the pernicious influence of
noxious vapours, or, contaminated air, in a second letter to Dr Hawes.’ By
Fothergill, A. 1732-1813. Published by the Royal College of Surgeons of
England it consists of 130 pages.
Interestingly, even at this early stage in the science, they note the purifying
effects that nature can provide through the vegetable kingdom, by the rivers,
the oceans and winds in purifying the atmosphere.
This and other articles can be accessed from the Wellcome Collection in full
from: Environmental Protection UK | Wellcome Collection

CALL FOR ULTRAFINE PARTICLES PAPERS

The EFCA organizing committee is pleased to send us the announcement and
call for papers of the 8th EFCA International Symposium on Ultrafine ParticlesAir Quality and Climate which will take place in Brussels this year on 5 th and
6th July.
Please submit your abstracts not later than March, 21 st 2022 to:
ufp@imk-aaf.kit.edu.
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AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

Bush Fires Damage Ozone Layer
Tom Whipple of The Times reports that Australian Bush fires have significantly
damaged the recovery of the Ozone Layer. Two years ago they produced an estimated
one million tons of smoke particles which rose up to 35km. Research by Susan Solomon
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences estimates that the plume changed the chemistry of the upper
atmosphere. Normally, dinitrogen pentoxide breaks down into nitrogen dioxide which
then reacts with chemicals containing chlorine. Without this reaction, the chlorine
compounds form chlorine monoxide instead which destroys ozone. But smoke
particles. prevent these chemical reactions taking place. Accumulating surface
moisture, they react with dinitrogen pentoxide and draw it out of the atmosphere,
meaning that the chlorine monoxide is no longer neutralized and can attack the ozone
layer.

MEMBERSHIP
We welcome new members. Please recommend EPUK and its services to your
colleagues and any organisation you feel would benefit from membership.
Follow the link below for more information regarding types of membership
and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing info@environmentalprotection.org.uk
Published by Environmental Protection UK
Email: secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk
Web: www.environmental-protection.org.uk
Charity registered in England and Wales number 221026;
in Scotland SC040990 Company Limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales, number 594860
Reproduction of items is permissible subject to acknowledgment to EPUK
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